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in English Grammar, Letter Writing and CompositionA
Commonsense Guide to Grammar and Usage

English Language Grammar Reference &
Teacher's Guide ( Second Edition )
The School World
This English Language Grammar Reference &
Teacher's Guide ( Second Edition ) has been
thoughtfully created drawing on almost two-decades
of accumulated knowledge and wisdom gained as an
English Language Facilitator, a Teaching English as a
Second Language Teacher-Trainer, and an owner /
Principal of two Ministry of Education registered and
Qualifications Authority accredited English language
schools. The book has been created as a
comprehensive alternative to the intimidating thick
and costly technical grammar books most ESL
teachers accumulate. These books are often filled
with linguistic academic jargon that is not easily
understood, not to mention being heavy to carry from
class to class. With an ESL teacher's needs in mind,
the book has been packed with relevant, practical
classroom information, examples, and advice, as well
as being a comprehensive resource to the grammar
and usage of the English language. Chapter One
contains a comprehensive outline to the grammar and
usage of the eight ( 8 ) parts of speech found in the
English language, in simple terms. You will find easy
to understand explanations and real-life sentence
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examples for each concept. Chapter Two contains an
English language punctuation guide. The guide can be
used in two ways. First, the entire collection can be
used as a reference to assist the ESL teacher in the
correct use of punctuation. Second, the chapter can
be used as a teaching tool. Each category, or a
selection of categories within the chapter, can be the
basis of an independent ESL lesson. Chapter Three
contains a writing guide for either the teacher or their
students. It provides invaluable information and
guidance to all skill levels of writers who may attempt
a simple composition, a more complex academic
essay, or an advanced formal article. Chapter Four,
Classroom Management, reflects the knowledge and
wisdom gained by myself as a successful generalist
educator, ESL facilitator, and a TESOL / TEFL TeacherTrainer. I have also researched, observed and
collected additional input from other passionate ESL
educators and specialists. This chapter outlines
classroom management techniques, and includes
ways to identify and avoid potential problems,
provides methods to inspire or motivate students, and
expresses one of the most important concepts that an
ESL teacher should gain knowledge on; the
importance of cultural awareness and sensitivity.
Chapter Five gives a brief comprehensive overview to
the main teaching perspectives or models available.
There are many approaches and methods used; some
are more mainstream then others. Chapter Six
provides relevant, practical advice in regard to ESL
lesson design and its delivery. This includes, but is not
limited to, the individual components generally found
in an ESL lesson plan, the environment in which
delivery takes place ( in most cases the classroom ),
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the physical resources and technologies that can be
considered, and the interpersonal skills needed to
successfully build rapport, and to be credible and
respected as a professional. This book has been
designed and intended as a resource, to be used
while creating lessons, but also used during actual
real-time teaching. As students ask grammatical or
composition questions, the English Language
Grammar Reference & Teacher's Guide ( Second
Edition ) can be quickly accessed, explanations given,
and examples modified from the book, and then
written on a writing surface.

The Elements of English
Contains rules and advice for improved effectiveness
in written and oral English and a section explaining
common grammatical errors

Publishers Weekly
A book on Grammar

Primary School English Grammar and
Composition
"Thiru V.P. Kannan has brought out a nice manual
covering all the aspects of grammar in a
comprehensive manner with copious examples and
adequate exercises. This book will be of immense
help to the students deliberately made very simple to
enhance the grasping of rural students" Dr. V. IRAI
ANBU, I.A.S. "How we say something can be as
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important as what we say Ungrammatical
communications lack clarity The book is indeed
comprehensive Students will find English Grammar
(Simple, Practical yet Comprehensive) very helpful as
they work to improve their skill in English grammar.
Dr. Carl Perrin, Ph. D., Lakewood, NJ, USA "Unlike the
conventional books, the book is well structured with
units, wholesome by themselves and arranged in a
logical sequence a boon not only to students but also
to learners of English language at all levels as the
book is planned and designed in the most practical
and natural way." Dr. S. SHANMUGIAH, M.A., Ph.D.
Registrar, Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai "I
appreciate his (author's) initiative in working out a
scheme of learning English that is interesting and
easy to pursue it enables the learner to move from
the basic to the advanced and achieve mastery by
correct and consistent practice I commend the book
to every teacher and learner." Prof. R. RAJA
GOVINDASAMY, M.A., M.A. (USA) Principal, Thiagarajar
College, Madurai "Each topic is dealt with utmost care
I am confident that this book will prove to be an asset
to students and teachers. It will also be a source of
support and guidance for parents who wish to prepare
their wards for the examination and also help them to
develop their proficiency in English Grammar." Mrs.
FELICIA AUGSTINE, M.A., M.Ed. Academic Supervisor,
Dept. of English, SBOA School & Junior College,
Chennai

Manual of English Grammar and
Composition
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A Comprehensive Grammar of the
English Language
Harvey's Revised English Grammar
English Grammar At A Glance
This is the must have book for success in competitive
exams. The comprehensive English grammar and
composition is very good book for thorough
preparation for the competitive exams. The book
covers the entire syllabus for gaining clear concepts
in English. It is an excellent book for grammar
practice and has many exercises and detailed
explanation. The book is very nice and explanation is
very simple and good. The book is very helpful for the
beginners also since it gives detailed explanations of
the different concepts of English grammar.

English Grammar & Composition Very
Useful for All Competitive Examinations
This grammar book is recommended for use in the
7th and 8th grades, as well as in high school. It is a
comprehensive grammar in the classical sense
including four parts. Orthography: the study of letters,
syllables, sounds and spelling that make up English
words. Etymology: the study of words classified into
parts of speech. Each part of speech is further
studied. Syntax: the study of sentences, their
elements, relations of parts, etc. including
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punctuation. Prosody: the study of accent, quality,
and tone of language, as well as rhythms and
measures as used in poetry.

Easy English Grammar
Learn to Write Correct English
(Eng.-Bangla)
English Grammar book

A Primer of Historical English Grammar
This new edition of the Collins COBUILD English
Grammar is a modern, global and learner-focussed
grammar reference, aimed at learners and teachers
of English.

McGraw-Hill Education Handbook of
English Grammar & Usage
Turn the wheels, lift the flaps, and pull the tabs to get
the lowdown about parts of speech, punctuation, and
sentences. Want to turn grammar into a game? Name
the pictures to get a handle on nouns. Spin a wheel to
see verbs in action. Flip some flaps and put a few
adjectives to work, creating some silly characters in
the process. And what do pronouns have to do with
looking in a mirror -- or prepositions with walking a
dog through a pop-up park? There's nothing fusty
about learning the basics of grammar with this jampacked fun house of a lesson book, republished with a
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colorful new cover.

Comprehensive Grammar and
Composition by Pearson
English Grammar & Composition ( R-783)
Primary School English Grammar & Composition
(PSEGC) and Middle School English Grammar &
Composition (MSEGC) is a set of two books designed
to be used as a prequel to the highly popular English
grammar reference book, High School English
Grammar & Composition. Both PSEGC and MSEGC
provide ample guidance and practice in sentence
building, correct usage, comprehension, composition
and other related areas so as to equip the learners
with the ability to communicate effectively in English.

COBUILD English Grammar (Collins
COBUILD Grammar)
Here is a dictionary of basic terms for literature,
composition, and grammar that every American, no
matter their age, needs to know.

English for Nurses
Practical English Grammar &
Composition
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Who or Whom? / Its or It’s / Lie or Lay? Can't
remember those grueling grammar lessons from
junior high? Troubled that your professional writing
lacks polish? Stop worrying! You've just picked up the
painless prescription for proper English! Acclaimed
grammarians Mark Lester and Larry Beason know that
English teachers aren't the only ones who expect
careful and correct language choices. Precision in
language can be the deciding factor when it comes to
getting a job or winning a promotion. The McGraw-Hill
Handbook of English Grammar and Usage gives you
bottom-line definitions, tips, and simple rules that
summarize the essentials you need to know. This
second edition includes a chapter dedicated to
grammar and its usage in digital communication,
including texting, e-mail, social media, and new
technology, so you can communicate correctly in any
format. Whether your skills need drastic improvement
or a quick brush-up, The McGraw-Hill Handbook of
English Grammar and Usage will get your grammar
back on the right track with: Straightforward
explanations of common mistakes and why they
happen Hundreds of correct and incorrect sentence
examples, with errors clearly marked Quick tips for
fixing your most stubborn grammatical mishaps
Catchy memory aids for writing correctly the first time

The Great Grammar Book
To understand and make the practical use of the
grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various
competitive exams. Students preparing for various
competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules
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that are explained in a very easy and understandable
language. Practical English Grammar & Composition is
the hand book and an easy guide to learn English
aimed at learning and improving knowledge of
grammar and its applicability. In order to make the
students conversant with the practical applicability of
the grammar rules, sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules. A number of
solved exercises are also given after the chapters that
enable the students test their acquired knowledge.
Word Powers section is a unique feature of the book
that will play a crucial role in making the students
ready to face the competitions ahead.

A Comprehensive Grammar of English
Modern American Usage
Julius Caesar
Learners' English Grammar And
Composition (On Modern Lines)
English for Nurses provides a perfect solution to the
needs of nursing undergraduates. Based on the INC
syllabus, it is an indispensable resource for B.Sc.
Nursing students. Students of M.Sc. Nursing and those
going for NCLEX, TOEFL and IELTS will also find it
tremendously useful. The book has been written
keeping in mind the requirements of the modern
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Indian nurses to converse well in English. As they
serve in different national and international locations,
English is their only window to the outside world. This
book provides comprehensive study material and
practice exercises on English language the way it is
used in day-to-day conversations in the hospital
environment. Salient Features - Comprehensive,
exhaustive and well-structured coverage - Lucid
presentation with easy language for ease of
comprehension - Ample number of examples, tables
and other learning aids - All the essential elements of
communication in modern-day nursing practice like
nursing reports, records, etc., discussed, analysed
and exemplified - Examples from real-life health care
communications provided - Exhaustive end-of-chapter
exercises - Solutions for all objective type exercises
given What's New in the Second Edition - More
examples have been added in the chapters Exercises have been increased in several chapters Several chapters like Narration and Voice have been
revised for better clarity of the concept - Chapters like
Essay Writing and Comprehension have been revised
to include more health care scenarios

McGraw-Hill Handbook of English
Grammar and Usage, 2nd Edition
Learners English Grammar And Composition 9,10

ENGLISH WITH NIMISHA BANSAL
This new edition of a successful text has been
thoroughly revised to make it even more accessible to
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those without any prior grammatical knowledge.
There is greater discussion and exemplification of key
terms, while essential topics are now fully introduced
at the outset. There are also new sections, more
diagrams and shaded boxes.

Pitman's where to Look
Commentaries on the Laws of England
Nowadays English language section is asked in almost
all competitive and recruitment examinations like
SSC, Banking, CDS, State Level PSCs, etc. Otherwise
too, being proficient in English is necessary in this fast
modernizing world. This book has been designed to
act as a comprehensive guide to learning English
Grammar & Composition. The present book for
English Grammar & Composition has been divided
into 69 chapters covering Articles, Noun, Pronoun,
Adverbs, Participle, Gerund, Preposition, Conjunctions,
Transformation of Sentences, Question Tag, Question
Framing, Formation of Words, Spelling Rules, Phrasel
Verbs, Idioms & Phrases, Spotting the Errors, Word
Power, Synonyms, Antonyms, Homonyms,
Heteronyms, Palindromes, Pangrams, Foreign Words,
Group Terms, Choosing Appropriate Words, Words
Used as Different Parts of Speech, Young Ones of
Animals, Paragraph Writing, Letter Writing, Report
Writing, Comprehension, etc. The book contains
approximately 10,000 sentences, 7000 solved
questions, 7000 knowledge words and 550 Solved
Exercises covering the minute concepts of English
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Grammar & Composition. The book also contains
tricks and techniques for solving various kinds of
questions. This book will prove to be highly useful for
Hindi Language students. As the book contains ample
theoretical content as well as number of solved
questions, it for sure will help aspirants succeed in
learning and writing English proficiently.

English Grammar
ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION
English Composition and Grammar
An Advanced English Grammar
A book on Grammar

Practical English Grammar &
Composition
To understand and make the practical use of the
grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various
competitive exams. Students preparing for various
competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules
that are explained in a very easy and understandable
language. Practical English Grammar & Composition is
the hand book and an easy guide to learn English
aimed at learning and improving knowledge of
grammar and its applicability. In order to make the
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students conversant with the practical applicability of
the grammar rules, sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules. A number of
solved exercises are also given after the chapters that
enable the students test their acquired knowledge.
Word Powers section is a unique feature of the book
that will play a crucial role in making the students
ready to face the competitions ahead.

Developing Writing
This book is published by invincible publishers and we
are proud to inform you that this is an Indian title. The
author of the book is also Indian.

The Publishers Weekly
High School English Grammar and
Composition
Comprehensive English Grammar &
Composition
Presents lessons in learning English grammar.

English Grammar
The go-to guide for perfecting your grammar and
communication skills in every situation English
teachers aren't the only ones who expect careful and
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correct language choices. Precision in language can
be the deciding factor when it comes to getting a job
or winning a promotion. Whether your skills need
drastic improvement or a quick brush-up, The McGrawHill Handbook of English Grammar and Usage will get
your grammar back on the right track. Written by two
expert grammarians, the book provides bottom-line
definitions, tips, and simple rules that summarize the
essentials you need to know. You’ll find clear
examples of usage and as well guidance on
communication via text, email, and social media. The
new, third edition of The McGraw-Hill Handbook of
English Grammar and Usage features:
•Straightforward explanations of common mistakes
and why they happen•Hundreds of correct and
incorrect sentence examples, with errors clearly
marked•Quick tips for fixing your most stubborn
grammatical mishaps•Catchy memory aids for writing
correctly the first time, and more

A New Graded Method in English
Grammar, Letter Writing and
Composition
This scarce book contains an incredibly detailed
treatise on the grammar of the English language.
Manual of English Grammar and Composition is
readily accessible, making it the perfect book for both
teachers and students of English, as well as a great
addition to any collection of antiquarian linguistic
literature. Containing a level of detail and insight
often unparalleled in modern grammar texts, Manual
Of English Grammar And Composition is a must-have
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for discerning students who seek to gain an
exemplary knowledge of the evolution of English
grammar. This text is split into five parts, including:
Parsing and Analysis; Composition: Force and
Propriety of Diction; Enlargement of Vocabulary:
Figures of Speech; Prose and Poetry; and History of
the Language. This book has been chosen for
republication because of its immense educational
value, and we are proud to republish it here complete
with a new introduction to the subject. This book was
originally published in 1905.

A Commonsense Guide to Grammar and
Usage
Comprehensive Grammar & Composition is a
definitive textbook on the English language, designed
to familiarise young learners with the nuances of
English grammar through situations and contexts that
are easy to relate to, while preparing them to cope
with the language paper in their examinations. This
book is divided into sections for the student’s
convenience and provides ample practice material for
the grammar topics with internal cross-references to
the relevant rules for each grammar exercise. The
explanations are clear and concise and are backed up
by sufficient examples, while rules and exceptions are
presented neatly in tabular format or in boxes. Usage
notes and interesting pieces of information are given
at the relevant points while the chapters conclude
with a section on errors that are commonly made. The
sections on comprehension and composition provide
students with additional writing practice while
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exposing them to the use of English in various real-Iife
situations. The vocabulary pages take into
consideration the importance of a lexical approach to
the language. The functional approach of the series
will ensure that students are equipped to apply their
acquired knowledge of grammar in practical scenarios
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